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3D-printing of multi-materials is used for manufacturing objects of complex geometry, with application

to personalized (mainly medical) support equipment. Therefore this technique is researched in detail

[1], also with respect to particle-filled materials. New advanced components can be made by applying

external electric or magnetic fields, in order to manipulate the arrangement of the filler particles during

the printing process. This kind of technology is already known and related to electro- and magneto-

rheological fluids [3].

Figure 1: Particles aligning under an external field.

In his project, structure formation under externally imposed fields during 3D-printing is studied using

Brownian Dynamics simulations, including the hydrodynamic-drag force, electric/magnetic interaction

forces [2], and the Brownian (i.e. thermal) force. The model contains translational motion of the par-

ticles due to forces arising both from the external field and the interaction between the particles, as

well as rotations coming from the different orientation of the dipole moments. The forces and torques

used in this approach emerge as partial derivatives of the potential energy, both for spatially uniform

and non-uniform fields, which is useful for proper model formulation. These interactions result in the

formation of particle structures (e.g. chains, branched network), that turn the material anisotropic. The
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modeling approach can also account for the fixation of the structure by solidification of the matrix ma-

terial, which in reality is achieved by cross-linking the thermoset matrix by the exposure to light/UV,

see Fig. 1.
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